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The Body Reader 2010-02 an essential collection of readings on cultural social and emotional understandings of the body plastic surgery obesity anorexia pregnancy prescription drugs disability piercings steroids and sex re assignment surgery over the past two decades there have been major changes in the ways we understand treat alter and care for our bodies the body reader is a compelling cutting edge and timely collection that provides a close look at the emergence of the study of the body from prenatal genetic testing and manscaping to televideo cybersex and the meth economy this innovative work digs deep into contemporary lifestyles and current events to cover key concepts and theories about the body a combination of twenty one classic readings and original essays the contributors highlight gender race class ability and sexuality paying special attention to bodies that are at risk bodies that challenge norms and media representations of the body ultimately the body reader makes it clear that the body is not neutral it is the entry point into cultural and structural relationships emotional and subjective experiences and the biological realms of flesh and bone contributors patricia hill collins karen dias h hugh floyd jr arthur frank sander l gilman gillian haddow richard huggins matthew immergut l ea kent kristen karlberg steve kroll smith mary kosut jarvis jay masters lisa jean moore tracey owens patton william j peace jason pine eric plemons barbara katz rothman edward slavishak phillip vannini and dennis waskul

Metamorphoses of the Body 1998 explores the relationship between power and the body this investigation of power and the body is a brilliantly original account of the nature of force as it functions in religious rituals sorcery political relations and other social domains laying the foundation for an anthropology of forces it is crucial reading for anyone interested in how bodies and power circulate in a range of human contexts and cultures for jose gil the body with its capacity to translate forces into signs is the source of power analyzing the language of mime and gestures comparing magical cures to psychiatric ones contrasting the flayed body of kafka s in the penal colony with the anatomical body in vesalius s de humani corporis fabrica he develops a typology of metamorphoses of the body as they correspond to systems of signs a major intervention that marks the first appearance of gil s work in english metamorphoses of the body gives us an entirely new way of looking at relationships between bodies forces politics and people

History of the Body 2019-09-27 the body has come to occupy a central place in cultural history with historians consistently exploring such themes as the history of disease disability beauty and sexuality this engaging and concise book offers a clear introduction to the history of the body introducing a wide array of conceptual approaches to the field it delineates the topic of body history and its origins in cultural history and gender history distinguishing it from related disciplines such as the history of the self the history of medicine the history of emotion and gender history bringing in a wealth of thought provoking examples from historical writing it goes on to explore a range of themes including racism anorexia gender and sexuality psychoanalysis and agency with further reading and explanations of key concepts provided throughout this wide ranging yet accessible text is the first introductory book to address this vibrant field from a theoretical perspective it is ideal for students of historiography medical history or the history of the body
Book of the Body 1979-10-01 1 bestseller in both hardback and paperback shortlisted for the 2020 royal society insight investment science book prize a directory of wonders the guardian jaw dropping the times classic wry gleeful bryson an entertaining and absolutely fact rammed book the sunday times times it is a feat of narrative skill to bake so many facts into an entertaining and nutritious book the daily telegraph we spend our whole lives in one body and yet most of us have practically no idea how it works and what goes on inside it the idea of the book is simply to try to understand the extraordinary contraption that is us bill bryson sets off to explore the human body how it functions and its remarkable ability to heal itself full of extraordinary facts and astonishing stories the body a guide for occupants is a brilliant often very funny attempt to understand the miracle of our physical and neurological make up a wonderful successor to a short history of nearly everything this new book is an instant classic it will have you marvelling at the form you occupy and celebrating the genius of your existence time and time again what i learned is that we are infinitely more complex and wondrous and often more mysterious than i had ever suspected there really is no story more amazing than the story of us bill bryson

The Body 2019-10-03 in a wide ranging argument moving from sumerian demons to lucian freud from syriac prayer books to john carpenter s film the thing this book explores the ways the body has been represented through time a response to the vertiginous increase in writings on bodily representations it attempts to form a coherent account of the possible forms of representation of the body this work brings together concerns images and concepts from a wide range of perspectives art history and criticism the history and philosophy of medicine the history of race phenomenological and post phenomenological thought studies of feminism and pornography and the new interest in visual studies yet it is less a philosopher s look at history or a historian s foray into philosophy than a practical and critical look at the current constellation of art practices above all it is intended to be of immediate use in the conceptualization and production of visual art and its history

The Art of the Body 2019-09 this challenging volume reasserts the centrality of the body within social theory as a means to understanding the complex interrelations between nature culture and society at a theoretical level the volume explores the origins of a social theory of the body in sources ranging from the work of nietzsche to contemporary feminist theory the importance of a theoretical understanding of the body to social and cultural analysis of contemporary societies is demonstrated through specific case studies these range from the expression of the emotions romantic love dietary practice consumer culture fitness and beauty media images of women and sexuality

Pictures of the Body 1999 focuses on the sociological embodiment of various social actors and subsequent links with the constraints of daily life it presents findings on aspects of the body variants from what is conventionally seen as natural and considers self image versus society s expectations

The Body 1991-01-10 a companion to the anthropology of the body and embodiment offers original essays that examine historical and contemporary approaches to conceptualizations of the body in this ground breaking work on the body and embodiment the latest scholarship from anthropology and related social science fields is presented providing new insights on body politics and the experience of the body original chapters cover historical and contemporary approaches and highlight new research frameworks reflects the increasing importance of embodiment and its ethnographic contexts within anthropology highlights the increasing emphasis on examining the production of scientific technological and medical expertise in studying bodies and embodiment

Body Matters 2004-08-02 in this introduction chris shilling considers the social significance of the human body and the importance of the body to individual and collective identities he examines how bodies not only shape but are shaped by the social cultural and material contexts in which humans live

A Companion to the Anthropology of the Body and Embodiment 2011-03-29 this intriguing book engages with the concept of the body in its cultural context by acknowledging and demonstrating that the human body is understood differently in western and indian cultures the contributors go on to show that any attempt to put forward a single concept of the body within indian culture would be misleading divided into three parts the book examines the considerable and often conflicting variations in body images and body concepts in part one the contributors focus on the representation of the body in religious and philosophical texts representations that emerged from reading translating and interpreting classical writings from diverse historical and anthropological approaches through predominantly ethnographic studies part two explores the role of the body in narratives and ritual performance from dance to ritualistic ceremonies visualisation
processes of the body are examined in part three focusing on developments in modern and contemporary periods from visual practices at the mughal court to the multiple bodies of the bride and the influence of new media this volume is a fascinating collection of articles for those in the fields of sociology and anthropology history religion cultural studies and south asian studies

The Body 2016 will appeal to lovers of the wayward novel game as it is played by lawrence sterne or italo calvino jackie wullschläger financial times professor harry butler is obsessed with the mind body problem unfortunately this is not the least of his problems harry s wife has turned his study into a sufi shrine where she sits cross legged and chants for hours on end i am not this body and harry doesn t know it yet but the drug squad have taken up residence in his kitchen so as to observe the movements of his neighbours and their visitors among these visitors photographed by the drug squad is one of his oldest friends and living next door is a woman harry may have had an encounter with in singapore the university is no escape from these complications on the domestic front harry s relationship with a student is causing concern among the philosophy department women s collective some of his colleagues also suspect him of going astray academically the story takes place in auckland new zealand but who is telling the story why is he in europe why does he keep moving from one city to another and why does he seem to require the presence of a certain uta haverstrom in order to write it the death of the body is a delightful blend of wit intelligence and excitement

Images of the Body in India 2012-03-12 the body and experiences of embodiment have generated a rich and diverse sociological literature this volume articulates and illustrates one major approach to the sociology of the body symbolic interactionism an increasingly prevalent theoretical base of contemporary sociology derived from the pragmatism of writers such as john dewey william james charles peirce charles cooley and george herbert mead the authors argue that from an interactionist perspective the body is much more than a tangible corporeal object it is a vessel of great significance to the individual and society from this perspective body self and social interaction are intimately interrelated and constantly reconfigured the collection constitutes a unique anthology of empirical research on the body from health and illness to sexuality from beauty and imagery to bodily performance in sport and art and from mediated communication to plastic surgery the contributions are informed by innovative interactionist theory offering fresh insights into one of the fastest growing sub disciplines of sociology and cultural studies

The Death of the Body 1986 explores the human body alphabetically by part detailing practices and beliefs from the past and present and from around the world

Body/Embodiment 2016-04-08 sociology of the body a reader brings together forty two essays exploring the multitude of ways in which human bodies shape and are shaped by society revised to reflect the current state of the field this second edition now incorporates an overarching intersectional approach to conceptualizing the body both in relation to social processes such as medicalization and reproduction and social relationships such as the construction of difference the volume has therefore been carefully updated and re organized not only to illuminate how bodies are used shaped presented understood and managed in society but also to show how complex interactions of gender sexuality nationhood ability and other social categories work together in the creation of inequality this second edition also enhances theoretical and historical foundations of the book helping students to better comprehend historical continuities and discontinuities of the social treatment and understanding of the body detailed thought provoking and altogether current this collection remains an essential introduction to the theories issues and perspectives informing a sociological understanding of the body today

Cultural Encyclopedia of the Body: M-Z 2008 the most beguilingly seductive novel to date from the author of the passion and sexing the cherry winterson chronicles the consuming affair between the narrator who is given neither name nor gender and the beloved a complex and confused married woman at once a love story and a philosophical meditation new york times book review

Sociology of the Body 2016 this book is a lively and highly accessible introduction to the sociology of the body it examines what certain aspects of our bodies such as the size shape smell and demeanor reveal about the social organization of everyday life and how the body is crucial to the way we engage with the world and the people around us accessible introduction to the complex topic of the sociology of the body examines what certain aspects of our bodies such as the size shape smell and demeanor reveal about the social organization of everyday life introduces students to the key theoretical perspectives and conceptual frameworks which help us to understand the social significance of the human body uses examples with which readers will have
familiarity such as eating and sleeping

**Written on the Body** 1994-02-01 in this captivating book anthony synnott explores a subject which has been woefully ignored our bodies he surveys the history for thinking about the body and the senses then focuses on specific themes gender beauty the face hair touch smell and sight he concludes with a review of classical and contemporary theories of the body and the senses thinking about the body will never be the same after reading this book

**The Body in Society** 2004-01-26 the human body is a subject of huge historical importance and this book explores how powerful entities including medicine and law have controlled how the body has been perceived and limited often in the name of health safety or virtue drawing on archival evidence and contemporary historiographical controversies a modern history of the body explores how the body has been understood or interpreted treated and controlled and what social and political values appear to lie behind those understandings and treatments integrating the story of the human body into the wider narrative of modern western society and including study resources such as key questions and a further reading list this book is of great importance to students seeking a historical understanding of how our interpretation and treatment of the body has changed over time

**The Betrayal of the Body** 1978 the study of theodor adorno has largely ignored or dismissed the enigmatic and provocative moments in his writing on the body dialectics of the body corrects this gap by arguing that adorno s analysis of reified society emanates and returns to the body and that hope and desire are present throughout adorno s philosophy

**The Body Social** 2002-09-11 a theoretically sophisticated and cross disciplinary reader in the anthropology of the body

**A Modern History of the Body** 2020-08-06 the body in dreams myths legends and anecdotes of the fantastic as expressions of human corporeality in the body fantastic frank gonzalez crussi looks at the human body through the lens of dreams myths legends and anecdotes of the bizarre exploring the close connection of the fictitious and the fabulous to our conception of the body he chronicles among other curious cases the man who ate everything including boiled hedgehogs and mice on toast the therapeutic powers of saliva hair that burst into flames and an amphibian man who lived under water drawing on clinical records popular lore and art history and literature gonzalez crussi considers the body in both real and imaginary dimensions myths and stories gonzalez crussi reminds us are the symbolic expression of our aspirations and emotions these fantastic tales of bodies come from the deepest regions of the human psyche ancient greeks for example believed that the uterus wandered around inside a woman s body an animal within an animal if a woman sniffed an unpleasant odor the uterus would retreat organized digestive excess began with the eating and drinking contests of antiquity and continue through the hot dog eating competitions of today and the libido podalic association connecting male sexuality and the foot insinuated itself into mainstream medicine in the sixteenth century meanwhile the feet of women in some cultures were scrupulously kept from view gonzalez crussi shows that the many imaginary representations of the body are very much a part of our corporeality

**Dialectics of the Body** 2016-05-06 thoroughly updated and revised throughout with brand new chapters on affective bodies indeterminate bodies assemblaged bodies and a new conclusion and featuring essay and classroom questions for classroom use the body key concepts second edition presents a concise and up to date introduction to and analysis of the complex and influential debates around the body in contemporary culture lisa blackman outlines and illuminates those debates which have made the body central to current interdisciplinary thinking across the arts humanities and sciences since body studies hit the mainstream it has grown in new regions including china and moved in new directions to question what counts as a body and what it means to have and be a body in different contexts milieu and settings lisa blackman guides the reader through socio cultural questions around representation performance class race gender disability and sexuality to examine how current thinking about the body has developed and been transformed blackman engages with classic anthropological scholarship from nancy scheper hughes and margaret lock revisits black feminist writings from the 1980s as well as engaging with recent debates thought and theorists who are inventing new concepts methods and ways of apprehending embodiment which challenge binary and dualistic categories it provides an overview of the proliferation of body studies into other disciplines including media and cultural studies philosophy gender studies and anthropology as well as mapping the future of body studies at the intersections of body and affect studies

**Beyond the Body Proper** 2007 the body has become an increasingly significant concept in recent years and
this reader offers a stimulating overview of the main topics perspectives and theories surrounding the issue
this broad consideration of the body presents an engagement with a range of social concerns from the
processes of racialization to the vagaries of fashion and performance art enacted as surgery on the body
individual sections cover issues such as the body and social dis order bodies and identities bodily norms
bodies in health and dis ease bodies and technologies containing an extensive critical introduction
contributions from key figures such as butler sedgwick martin scheper huges haraway and gilroy and a series
of introductions summarizing each section this reader offers students a valuable practical guide and a
thorough grounding in the fascinating topic of the body
The Body Fantastic 2021-08-10 how far are we willing to go to stay young hanif kureishi acclaimed author
of the buddha of suburbia and intimacy explores the possibilities in this provocative story of an older man
whose brain is surgically placed in a younger man s body by a network of underground doctors after a bit you
realize there s only one invaluable commodity not gold or love but time adam is offered the chance to trade in
his sagging flesh for a much younger and more pleasing model he tells his wife and son that he is going on an
extended vacation he immediately embarks on an odyssey of hedonism but soon finds himself regretting
what he left behind and feeling guilt over the responsibilities he has ignored sinister forces pursue him
wanting possession of his body and he soon finds himself with nowhere to turn a fluent socially observant
writer whose sentences move with intelligence and wit the new york times book review kureishi presents us
with both a fantastically vivid tale and hard hitting questions about our own relationships with our minds and
bodies and with time that is running out
The Resurrection of the Body 2014-12-01 we all have a body but how does it impact upon our everyday
life this new and accessible introduction to the sociology of the body explores how ordinary women men and
children talk about their bodies
The Body 2021-06-21 why is there currently such strong academic and popular interest in the body in
contemporary societies what factors shape our conceptions of the body its naturalness health and normality
what is the mind body dualism and why should it matter this book examines these and other body questions
from a critical socio cultural perspective in particular it shows how conceptions of the body are affected by
processes of individualization medicalization and commodification chapters discuss the impact of new
biomedical technologies on the notion of the natural body efforts to reshape and perfect the body the role of
the media in framing body issues processes of body classification the impact of consumerism on concepts of
health healing and self care and the implications of theoretical and practical efforts to integrate mind and
body this book will be an invaluable source for those seeking to understand the social cultural and political
significance of the body in contemporary society
The Body 2005-01-01 shows the inseparability of textuality materiality and history in discussions of the
body
The Body 2007-11-01 cultural writing poetry essays comprised of footnotes to a non existent text the body an
essay is a meditation on absence loss and disappearance that offers a guarded narrative of what may or may
not be a love letter a dream a spiritual autobiography a memoir a scholarly digression a treatise on the
relation of life to book christian bok describes boully s groundbreaking text as one that may simply annotate
a fantastic biography from another reality referring only to itself as a kind of dream within a dream the reader
can only fantasize about the original contexts that might have made such information significant to its author
and ultimately implies that the body of any text consists of nothing but a void filled with the exegetical
projection of our own imagination first published in 2002 and excerpted in such anthologies as the next
american essay and the best american poetry 2002 the body an essay continues to challenge conventional
notions of plot and narrative genre and form theory and practice unremittingly questioning the presumptive
boundaries between reflection imagination and experience
The Body in Everyday Life 1998 i have been exiled from my body i was ejected at a very young age and i
got lost playwright author and activist eve ensler has devoted her life to the female body how to talk about it
how to protect and value it yet she spent many years disassociated from her own a disconnection brought on
by her father s sexual abuse and her mother s remoteness while working in the congo ensler is shattered to
encounter the horrific rape and violence inflicted on the women there soon after she is diagnosed with uterine
cancer and through months of treatment she is forced to become first and foremost a body pricked punctured
cut scanned it is then that all distance is erased as she connects her own illness to the devastation of the earth
her life force to the resilience of humanity she is finally fully and gratefully joined to the body of the world
The Body in Question 2007-01-24 these essays bring together disciplinary understandings of what it is to be the bodies we are in its own way each essay calls into question certain culturally embedded ways of valuing the body which deride or ignore its role in making us human these ways have remained virtually unchanged since descartes in the seventeenth century first sharply divided mind a thinking substance from the body an extended substance the legacy of this cartesian metaphysics has been to reduce the body by turns to a static assemblage of parts and to a dumb show of movement it has both divided the fundamental integrity of creaturely life and depreciated the role of the living body in knowing and making sense of the world in learning in the creative arts and in self and interpersonal understandings the living sense of the body and its capacity for sense making have indeed been blotted out by top heavy concerns with brains minds and language as if these existed without a body it is this conception of the body as mere handmaiden to the privileged that the contributors to this book challenge by the evidence they bring forward they help restore what is properly due the body since descartes convinced us that mind and body are separate and that mind is the primary value moreover they help to elucidate what is properly due the body since the more recent twentieth century western emphasis upon vision effectively reduced the richness of the affective and tactile kinesthetic body the body of felt experience to a simple sum of sensations dominant themes that run throughout the essays and that call our attention to the living sense of the body and its capacity for sense making are wholeness the capacity for self healing cultural histories of the body pan cultural bodily invariants thinking emotions and the body s wisdom in the end these themes show that giving the body its due means forging a metaphysics that upholds the truths of experience

Thinking the Limits of the Body 2012-02-01 the past few decades have seen growing interest in the study of the body however the increasing number of exciting and influential publications has primarily if not exclusively focused on the body in western cultures the various works produced by asian scholars remain largely unknown to western academic debates even though asia is home to a host of rich body cultures and religions the peoples of asia have experienced colonization decolonization and now globalization all of which make the body in asia a rewarding field of research this unique volume brings together a number of scholars who work on east southeast and south asia and presents original and cutting edge research on the body in various asian cultures

The Body 2007 ????????? ?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????

In the Body of the World 2018-04-05 this is a very useful book outlining the key concepts of the body in society it is easy to read and provides useful examples making it ideal for students across a range of social science disciplines dr sharron hinchliff sheffield university cregan has achieved something distinct an account of the sociology of the body which incorporates both theory and empirical studies which demonstrates excellent coverage of an ever expanding field and which is written in an accessible style an intelligent treatment and account of the sociology of the body which i look forward to incorporating into my teaching dr rob meadows university of surrey this book is a great idea it provides a thorough accessible and interesting introduction to the most important concepts in the sociology of the body students new to this area will find it invaluable professor deborah lupton university of sydney this book provides a clear focused road map to the study of the body in society it defines explains and applies core topics relating to the human body demonstrating how we approach it as a social phenomenon each concept includes an easy to understand definition provides real world examples gives suggestions for further reading is carefully cross referenced to other related concepts written to meet the needs of the modern student this book offers the basic materials tools and guidance needed study and write about the body

Giving the Body Its Due 1992-01-01 the award winning author of fasting girls explores what teenage girls have lost in this new world of freedom and consumerism a world in which the body is their primary project fascinating riveting women and girls should read this fine book together the new york times book review a hundred years ago women were lacing themselves into corsets and teaching their daughters to do the same the ideal of the day however was inner beauty a focus on good deeds and a pure heart today american women have more social choices and personal freedom than ever before but fifty three percent of our girls are dissatisfied with their bodies by the age of thirteen and many begin a pattern of weight obsession and dieting as early as eight or nine why in the body historian joan jacobs brumberg answers this question drawing on diary excerpts and media images from 1830 to the present tracing girls attitudes toward topics ranging from breast size and menstruation to hair clothing and cosmetics she exposes the shift from the victorian concern with character to our modern focus on outward appearance in particular the desire to be
model thin and sexy compassionate insightful and gracefully written the body project explores the gains and losses adolescent girls have inherited since they shed the corset and the ideal of virginity for a new world of sexual freedom and consumerism a world in which the body is their primary project

**The Body in Asia** 2009 the influence of the mind on the body by paul dubois this book is a reproduction of the original book published in 1908 and may have some imperfections such as marks or hand written notes

**Key Concepts in Body and Society** 2012-08-16

*Parts of the Body* 2020-04

**The Body Project** 2010-06-09

**The Influence of the Mind on the Body** 2016-04-02
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